
A New Way to Pay
Achieving paperless paydays, while realizing cost savings, efficiencies and environmental gains, may 

seem too good to be true. But by offering a pay card program, you can realize that and more. The key to a 

successful pay card program is employee adoption, and choosing the right pay card partner is critical to 

reaching exceptional conversion rates.  A well-planned roadmap that contains communication, training, 

strategic planning and onboarding tools supplied by your  pay card provider is the cornerstone to a 

desirable, beneficial pay card program. 

Promoting the Program
As with any change management effort, key stakeholder and employee communication will play a key 

role in helping you achieve your electronic payment goals. Identifying your key stakeholders and starting 

outreach to them early on will be critical as you carry your communication through the organization to your 

employees. The marketing and communication materials offered by your provider of choice should help 

both stakeholders and employees understand the new and exciting benefits a pay card can offer. Marketing 

materials may include posters, fliers, brochures and training videos.

Employee Training
While your communication efforts will inform your employees of the exciting changes taking place as 

you move toward electronic pay (ePay), to be most successful in your ePay efforts you must move beyond 

simply communicating to helping your employees understand the benefits of the program. To assist 

managers with increasing your employees’ understanding of ePay and its many features and benefits, your 

provider of choice should provide you with training materials to be used to educate both your managers 

and employees. Support materials such as talking points, FAQs, pay card sign up instructions and training 

videos should be supplied by the provider.
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Conversion Strategy
To successfully increase your ePay percentages and eliminate paper checks, it will be necessary for you to 

formulate an execution strategy. The first thing to consider is the approach you will take. 

Your options for deployment include but may not be limited to:

 1. Mandating ePay – You may choose to mandate ePay in any state in which you operate that   

  allows you to do so. Your pay card provider can provide advice and guidance regarding which   

  states allow you to mandate ePay.

 

 2. Voluntary, Opt-Out ePay – You may choose to default all employees to the pay card who do not  

  proactively elect the card or who do not sign up for direct deposit to a traditional bank account. If  

  you choose this method, keep in mind that you must provide employer-issued paper checks as an  

  option in the states where it is required. Your pay card provider can provide advice and guidance  

  regarding which states require you  to offer employer-issued paper checks.

You should also consider is how you will actually administer enrolling your employees in direct deposit to the 

pay card or to a traditional bank account. It is recommended that you name an ePay Champion to facilitate 

the enrollment process. Having a single point of contact per location to be responsible for the administration 

of your ePay program will greatly increase your chances of achieving your goals.

Onboarding New Hires
Your ePay program does not end with completing the initial enrollment of your existing employees. In order 

to keep up the great results you will achieve during the initial enrollment process, it is vitally important that 

you integrate your ePay program into your onboarding process for newly hired employees.

It is recommended that you replace the paper check as the default form of payment with the pay card for 

those who do not have a traditional banking relationship. In order to do this, you may consider automatically 

enrolling your new hires in ePay during your onboarding process if they do not have the information 

immediately available to establish direct deposit. 

In the very least, it is recommended that you think through your onboarding process and identify an 

integration point for your ePay program. Doing so will allow you to enjoy the continued success and benefits 

of the program.

(Please Note: The resources provided herein and the opinions offered are not to be considered legal advice. 

Please consult with your internal legal counsel to determine your organization’s level of comfort regarding 

making electronic pay mandatory.)
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